Structures, stabilities, and electronic and optical properties of C62 fullerene isomers.
The 2385 classical isomers and four nonclassical isomers of fullerene C62 have been studied by PM3, HCTH/3-21G//SVWN/STO-3G, B3LYP/6-31G(d)//HCTH/3-21G, and B3LYP/6-31G(d)//B3LYP/6-31G(d). The Cs:7mbr isomer, with a chain of four adjacent pentagons surrounding a heptagon, is predicted to be the most stable isomer, followed by C2v:4mbr which is 3.15 kcal/mol higher in energy. C2:0032 with three pairs of adjacent pentagons is the most stable isomer in the classical framework. To clarify the relative stabilities of C62 isomers at high temperatures, the entropy contributions are taken into account on the basis of the Gibbs energy at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. Analyses reveal that Cs:7mbr prevails in a wide temperature range. The vibrational frequencies of the five most stable C62 fullerene isomers are also predicted at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level, and the simulated IR spectra show important differences in positions and intensities of the vibrational modes for different isomers. The nucleus-independent chemical shift and the density of states of the three most stable isomers show that the square in C2v:4mbr and the adjacent pentagons in Cs:7mbr and C2:0032 possess high chemical reactivity. In addition, the electronic spectra and second-order hyperpolarizabilities are determined by means of ZINDO and the sum-over-states mode. The intensity-dependent refractive index gamma(-omega; omega, omega, -omega) at omega = 2.3305 eV of Cs:7mbr is very large because of resonance with the external field. The second-order hyperpolarizabilities of the five most stable isomers of C62 are predicted to be larger than those of C60.